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3 of 4 review helpful Approaching HDR from a biologically plausible point of view By Vonikakis Vasilios This is a 
very interesting book approaching a hot topic in contemporary digital imaging from a different biologically plausible 
point of view Indisputably the Human Visual System HVS outperforms contemporary vision systems in terms of High 
Dynamic Range HDR capabilities since it can accommodate se Rendering High Dynamic Range HDR scenes on 
media with limited dynamic range began in the Renaissance whereby painters then photographers learned to use low 
range spatial techniques to synthesize appearances rather than to reproduce accurately the light from scenes The Art 
and Science of HDR Imaging presents a unique scientific HDR approach derived from artists rsquo understanding of 
painting emphasizing spatial information in electronic imaging Human v ldquo Overall this book provides an excellent 
overview of the history of imaging HDR imaging algorithms and the abilities of the human visual system The book is 
a great achievement for the authors and it will be well appreciated by anyone who enjoys lea 
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